IMPACT INVESTING FIRESIDE CHAT
CO-HOSTED BY THE HGBC VENTURE CAPITAL SERIES

Venture capital seeks to generate big returns on small initial investments, thereby enabling innovative companies to grow. What happens if the currency of success shifts from monetary results to social impact?

Join us to learn how impact investing differs from traditional VC, how it works, and whether this career is for you.

Cessna Mac, MBA
Head of Portfolio Services
PowerPlant Partners

Cessna Mac is Head of Portfolio Services and an investor at PowerPlant Partners, a growth equity firm that invests in emerging consumer wellness companies focused on making a lasting, positive impact. She supports PowerPlant Partners' portfolio companies and helps accelerate their growth through key strategic, talent-related, and operational initiatives.

Swarandeep Singh Kambo, B.Eng
Sustainable Finance Specialist
CGIAR

Swarandeep Singh Kambo has spent the majority of his career in the financial services industry, gaining unparalleled experiences in public markets consulting, direct and indirect venture capital investing, venture philanthropy, and grant-making.
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